340 ACES!
-there's a reason

Between April 1st and June 1st, we have had reported to us 340 attested holes-in-one made with Acushnet balls!

This is by far the greatest number ever turned in during a similar period — and it set us to wondering.

We think we know the answer. It is not that Acushnets are that much better than ever. It is not that players are that much better.

It is simply because more Acushnet balls have been sold — and, we suppose, played — during those two months than ever in history!

It's easy and profitable to sell a ball your members are already sold on. Acushnet Process Company, New Bedford, Mass.

ACUSHNET
GOLF BALLS

Sold the world over through Pro Shops only
Byron Nelson putting on a clinic at USGA Junior championship day before championship play starts. Championship is July 25-28 at University of Illinois course, Champaign, Ill. . . . Almost 7000 entry blanks were distributed. Hershey (Pa.) CC discontinues journeyman pro services so Hogan’s contract wasn’t renewed.

Little Ben Toski got a tough break in the National Open when he was penalized for being late for the second round. Ben shot 74-80—154 and failed to qualify for last 36 by two strokes. Driver who picked up Ben at a downtown Detroit hotel made another hotel stop before going to Oakland Hills. Dale Morey and Bob Hamilton, paired for the third and fourth rounds of the Open, finished third round with four holes open between themselves and second starting pair and wanted to know if they couldn’t get two strokes off for moving right along.

With award of 1953 National Open to Oakmont as highlight of Oakmont’s 50th birthday, the Pittsburgh club gets its tenth national championship. It’s had National Opens in 1927 and 1933; National Amateurs in 1919, 1925 and 1938, National Intercollegiate in 1916, 1930 and 1937 and the PGA this year. Northwood at Dallas next year and Oakmont in ’53 will have to use jet propulsion to beat the Oakland Hills record for Open gate and other income this year.

Salt Lake City’s 18-hole muny course, Meadowbrook, opened. Campaign being planned by National Golf Foundation with aid of American Society of Golf Architects to encourage construction of 6-hole courses in small towns and as corporation employee recreation facilities where space and money rule out construction of larger courses.

When the first British Open was played at Prestwick in 1860 the course had 12 holes and three rounds were played to complete the championship test which wasn’t increased to 72 holes until 1891. Bruntfield Links in Edinburgh, the oldest course in the world where golf is being played, originally had 6 holes. St. Andrews played 9 holes out and 9 holes back with only 9 greens. St. Andrews’ rise to leadership established the 18-hole distance as standard.

Oregon GA 24th annual junior championship for boys and girls drew players from California and Washington as well as Oregon. Event at Columbia-Edgewater CC, Portland, Ore., added a pee-wee class this year. Junior golf promotion and fields growing tremendously. Good things, too, as bag carts have reduced the strength of the caddy replacement roster. Economy of carts as compared with caddy fees also is contributing to popular growth of golf.

Milburn CC (Kansas City dist.) completes $250,000 clubhouse improvement. Spokane (Wash.) CC opens new clubhouse, fifth in club’s 53 year history. Ernie Fortner switches from Schiffer-decker muny course, Joplin, Mo. pro job at Sault Ste. Marie (Mich.) CC. Art Saunders with new Thornigate CC (Chicago dist.) as pro. Warren Orlick, pro at Monroe (Mich.) G&CC has 10 sets of clubs for free loan to caddies.

First issue of Michigan Golfer, published and edited by Bob Moers, 2439 Fourth St., Detroit, looks good. Publication June thru September. Map showing location of Michigan Golf Assn. 32 semi-public courses and 6 municipal courses in Detroit area is a feature. Now 59 private and fee courses in Detroit metropolitan area. In Detroit area 16 courses have been closed by subdividing in past 15 years.

Michigan pros gathered 65 sets of clubs and more than 500 balls for lads at Percy Jones vets’ hospital at Battle Creek. Prestwick GC where British Open was first played, is 100 years old this year, as is St. Nicholas GC also at Prestwick.

Bobby Locke after British Open will ease up on his touring schedule. At Oakland Hills his golf wasn’t at keen edge. In the fourth round he seemed to be playing a tired game. Hogan appears to have Bob Jones’ knack of bringing himself to top condition at the right time. Ben will play exhibitions but no competitive golf, according to his present plans, until Ryder Cup matches at Pinehurst. His exhibition schedule is well crowded but the jumps are short.

Talk at Oakland Hills is that several American tournament circuit stars need to recover from being over-golfed. That may mean more difficulty in assuring...
**The Famous LEWIS IMPROVED GOLF BALL WASHER**

**LOW COST!**
**BEAUTIFUL! EFFICIENT!**

**NEW RUBBER CUSHION** arrangement in bottom of washer absorbs shocks, adds to life of cleaner.

**NEW TYPE FINISH** includes third coat of clear plastic. Withstands season after season in any climate.

**EASY TO USE** — just pull up paddle, insert ball. A few quick strokes leaves ball shining clean, ready for play...and fewer lost balls!

Better Courses Provide LEWIS WASHERS at every tee

Order from your dealer now!

G. B. LEWIS CO.
Watertown • Wisconsin

---

**Greenskeepers know...**

**SKINNER irrigation equipment IS BEST!**

Quality equipment...for every watering requirement...individual units or complete systems. Uniform coverage...dependable performance...long life. All parts are brass, bronze, or stainless steel and are replaceable.

The SKINNER IRRIGATION COMPANY
415 East Canal Street, Troy, Ohio

Write today for details.

---

sponsors plenty of big names in the fields...There wasn't the excitement at Oakland Hills about possible illegality of clubs that there's been in National Opens for the past few years.

At Oakland Hills USGA officials indicated there'd be a further explanation of the agreement of the USGA and R&A "negotiating committees" to permit use of the 1.62 diameter ball in the US...American ball manufacturers and pros questioned practicability of the agreement unless it concerned only Walker Cup and Curtis Cup play, and play of British entrants in USGA National Open and amateur championships...Making use of present 1.68 diameter USGA standard ball or R&A 1.62 ball (both weigh 1.62 oz.) would involve expensive and confusing manufacturing and merchandising operations in the U.S.

British view of the agreement is expressed by Golf Monthly of Edinburgh which said in its June issue "The United States Golf Association agreement with the Royal and Ancient that the British size of golf ball will be legal in the United States after 1st January, 1952 should be followed by large export orders to ball makers."

Golf Monthly wasn't alone in believing that the agreement of the "negotiating committees" assured acceptance by both associations of the committees' recommen-
Mallinckrodt Twosome Outclasses Field in "Fungicide Open"

Reliable CALO-CLOR teams with Hard-Hitting CADMINATE to eliminate all Five Major Turf Diseases

Great news for greenkeepers — all year round! Now you can keep your greens in championship form always with this easy, economical Mallinckrodt program of periodic, preventive "twosome" treatments.

1. Reliable CALO-CLOR quickly cures and prevents BROWN PATCH and SNOW MOLD.

2. Hard-Hitting CADMINATE wipes out and keeps out DOLLAR SPOT, COPPER SPOT and PINK PATCH — more effectively than anything known before. It's more economical, too.

"Tee off" with CALO-CLOR — and "follow through" with CADMINATE — to keep your greens in tournament trim all year round. Your dealer will be glad to give you full details of this safe, sure Mallinckrodt Method of fungus disease control — or write direct to us.

MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS
Mallinckrodt St., St. Louis 7, Mo. 72 Gold St., New York 6, N. Y.
CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • CLEVELAND • LOS ANGELES • MONTREAL • PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO
Manufacturers of Medicinal, Photographic, Analytical and Industrial Fine Chemicals
A compact, light-weight machine for lapping all models of Hand, Power and Gang Mowers! May be easily used on work bench or floor, eliminating the lifting of heavy mowers. The simple height adjustment for the reel shaft may be used from 4 1/2" to 10 1/2". Equipped with several attachments to fit different reel shafts. Metal blocks for rollers. Steel stands to support the mower.

FULLY GUARANTEED
List Price, With Motor.........$61.50
List Price, Without Motor..... 39.00
Write for Bulletin.
Atlas Lawn Equipment Co.
9761 Olive Street Road St. Louis 24, Missouri

---

A TRUE LIQUID FERTILIZER
FOR SAFE, ECONOMICAL SUMMER FEEDING
An application of FERTIL-ADE supplies the ideal amounts of plant foods in perfect balance for better greens and tees.

Because FERTIL-ADE is in Ion exchange with the soil, its fertilizing elements will not become tied up or made unavailable for plant growth.

It reduces salt residues in the soil.

Ideal for summer fertilizing — simply add 1 gallon FERTIL-ADE to 100 gallons of water in power sprayer. With a pressure breaker type nozzle, a green or tee of 4000 sq. ft. is treated in five to ten minutes. It is not necessary nor advisable to water in after application, as the 1 gallon of FERTIL-ADE in 100 gallons of water is a solution of definite proportion that will not burn in hottest weather.

Economical: FERTIL-ADE, in 30 gal. drums, costs but $1.75 per gal. One gal. is sufficient for each 4,000 sq. ft. of greens and tees on first application and ample for each 6,000 sq. ft. coverage for monthly applications thereafter. It costs less than many other fertilizers. Also in 5 gallon cans at $2.25 per gallon.

A TRUE LIQUID FERTILIZER, Will Not Settle or Separate in Container. Analysis: 10% Nitrogen, 8% Available Phosphoric Acid, 6% Potash.

Descriptive pamphlet on request
SMITH EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY CO.
Manufacturers of Horticultural Chemicals
1615-21 N. Central Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois

Several Dealer Territories Open. Dealer Inquiries Invited

---

Golfdom
TOP PERFORMERS ON ANY COURSE

WORTHINGTON Tractors and Gang Mowers

For fast, low-cost maintenance of golf courses, Worthington Tractors and Gang Mowers give you top results with less manpower.

Both the front-drive, rear-steer Model F Chief Tractor and the rear-drive Model G Tractor are designed specifically for use with gang mowers — provide the extra stability for work on steep hillsides . . . extra maneuverability for operation in close quarters.

Worthington offers two gang mower types. The Blitzer is widely used for high-speed cutting on golf roughs and other areas where grass is not regularly mowed. The Fairway mower provides an exceptionally smooth cut at moderate speeds.

WORTHINGTON MOWER COMPANY
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
"We believe in passing good information along to other golf courses,"

Says Dewey Longworth, Pro
Claremont CC, Calif.

"We have used the Aerifier* on our greens, mounds, tees and on some fairways. We find our fairways, greens and tees have the best growth of grass on them of any time in the history of the Club. The members are so well pleased that we are getting compliments on the condition of our golf course. The Aerifier has helped our tees so much that we are going to use it on them three times each year."

Teamwork at Claremont

Dewey Longworth, Pro, and Luigi Galletti, Superintendent, have worked together for twenty-five years. They both believe that teamwork is the only way to work for the betterment of the golf course.

Teamwork in maintenance operations helps the golf course, too. At Claremont, the Aerifier and the Flexi-comb have been found a good team to improve fairway turf. Dewey Longworth reports on the Flexi-comb: "The Flexi-combs attached to our fairway cutting units are doing a good job in lifting the runners of grass and broad leaf plants. With the use of Flexi-combs and our weed control program we expect to eliminate weeds entirely from our fairways."

Luigi Galletti (left), golf course superintendent at Claremont for 42 years. Art Grazzano, who is training under the veteran superintendent, is shown with the G-L model Aerifier.
go farther against the wind doesn't line up with USGA policy of restricting ball length to fit high ground costs of courses and to keep from making present course construction too easy for long hitters ... Smaller R&A ball does not sit up as well as USGA ball on American turf ... Negotiating committees' recommendations on optional use of USGA or R&A ball in US and other proposed rules changes must be considered by USGA Executive committee and R&A general meeting ... Changes approved by both bodies probably will go into effect Jan. 1, 1952.

Visalia (Calif.) GC to be playing in September on new 9 added to their original 9 ... New clubhouse to be built when government regulations permit ... Diablo (Calif.) CC completing fairway watering construction ... San Diego (Calif.) County Chevrolet Dealers Assn. considering sponsoring $10,000 Open if Long Beach gives up its event which customarily follows Los Angeles Open on winter circuit ... Wilshire CC (LA dist.) completes extensive clubhouse, pro shop and grounds improvement program.

Virgil Shreeve of Harding Park won Northern Calif. PGA Assistants' championship on 37th hole from Ralph Lomeli of Ft. Washington, Fresno ... Winner got $500 which must be used as expenses competing in four Pacific Coast events on winter circuit ... Elmer Greenwald now pro at Northernaire club, Three Lakes, Wis.

Eugene, Ore., beat out Albuquerque, N. M., and Great Falls, Mont. for 1952 Junior Chamber of Commerce national junior championship ... Graduates of the Jaycee national championship figured prominently in intercollegiate championships this year ... Lawrence Huber appointed gen. chm. for 1952 convention of Golf Course Supts. Assn. of America to be held at Columbus, O.

Harry Scott, 61, supt., Cedar Brook CC (Philadelphia dist.) for past 8 years and for 20 years prior greenkeeper at Reading (Pa.) CC died decently ... He was a highly capable and respected man who did much to advance his profession ... He is survived by his widow and four sons, three of whom are in the golf field.

Art Anderson, supt. of University of Minnesota course and prominent in Minnesota course maintenance for almost 30 years, is retiring from the University's staff at compulsory retirement age of 68 ... Minnesota supt. gave Art a watch as tribute to a grand guy ... The vigorous Anderson will move to California ... He's succeeded by Herman Sunneseth, formerly of St. Snelling CC ... Charles Shiley, formerly asst. supt. at Tam O'Shanter CC, Chicago, now supt. at North Hills CC

°FLEXI-COMB’’ — for fairway mowers

Reduces thatch
Smoothers cut
Overcomes weeds

Flexi-combs are steel combs for permanent installation on fairway mower units. Comb assembly is easily locked in or out of combing position. Upper photo shows comb in operating position. It takes only a moment to snap comb up out of the way when crossing roads. See lower photo.

The Flexi-comb fits Worthington mower units and the Toro Spartan and Trojan.

Depth to which combs operate is adjustable.

Combs are mounted in front of cutting units. As the mowers move forward the combs lift up flattened grass, runners and seedheads so they can be cut off by the mower.

Flexi-combing makes for a smoother cut, encourages a more close-knit turf. Helps to overcome thatch and prevent its recurrence. Reduces weeds by lifting runners so they can be cut off, also by enabling mowers to cut seedheads before they mature.
"DEEPER, STRONGER
ROOT GROWTH—
WITH AGRICO!"

Hackensack Golf Club, Oradell, N. J.

"DURING many years as greenkeeper, I have made numerous experiments with different types of fertilizer and have come to the conclusion that a well-balanced fertilizer is best for turf growth," writes Bernard Roth, greenkeeper, Hackensack Golf Club, Oradell, N. J. "The plant food contained in your AGRICO COUNTRY CLUB Fertilizer is in just the proper proportion to produce rich, strong, green turf. Agrico helps make a stronger root growth than is the case when the turf is fed with one plant food element. Agrico has everything required to feed our greens and fairways."

Remember, Agrico is specially made to feed golf-course turf and feed it right. Order from your regular supplier, phone nearest A.A.C. Sales Office, or write now to The AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL Co., 50 Church Street, New York 7, N. Y.

The Heart of Golf's Healthiest Turf

BUCKNER WATERING EQUIPMENT

Over 30 years leadership in specialized production of sprinklers and valves to meet every golf need.

For long lasting watering efficiency golf course management specifies BUCKNER—famous for its Perfect Curtain of Water.

During critical material limitations spare parts will be available to maintain your Buckner equipment.

Special Representatives:
7658 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III.
1491 Riverside Drive, Los Angeles, Calif.

BUCKNER MFG. CO.
FRESNO, CALIF.